Connection topology dependence of synchronization of neural assemblies on class 1 and 2 excitability.
Two main classes of excitable neurons are analyzed in terms of connection topology and strength of the coupling in a network of neurons. In both cases, we measure the degree of synchronization and responsiveness of the neural assembly. Class 2 excitability presents a fast wave-like propagation of the activity pattern, strong frequency dependence on the connection topology and a good level of synchronization regardless of the topology. On the other hand, class 1 excitability shows a strong dependence of the wave propagation speed and the synchronization degree on the connection topology, in addition no frequency adaptation is observed. We conclude that both types of neural excitability endow the neural assembly with very different dynamical properties. Although, for simplicity reasons, no inhibition has been included in our study, the emergent properties described in this paper may help to determine the class of excitability underlying a neural assembly.